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Two challenges, the old one and the new one
Since the beginning of 20th century, the Metaphysics, as a philosophical
discipline, has been faced with several fundamental accusations,
according to which metaphysical investigations are, in certains senses,
worthless:  
 
   The old Logical

Positivism:
Metaphysical questions are meaningless.

The new
deflationism:

Metaphyscal questions are extremely superficial



Especially vulnerable to the second accusation
are metaphysical (ontological) questions
concerning mereological sums: 
Let us assume that there are exactly one billion elementary particles
which are arranged ball-wise in front of me. But is there also a ball, a
mereological sum of these particles, in front of me?
 
Mereological Realism: Yes (Amie Thomasson).
Mereological Nihilism: No (Peter van Inwagen)
 
Meta-Metaphysical Deflationism: Both the question and the dispute
between the realists and the nihilists are very superficial (Eli Hirsch)



Eli Hirsch articulates the deflationist view by
using a vivid example:
 

“Look at your hand while you are clenching it, and ask yourself whether
some object called a fist has come into existence. As shallow ontologists
the first thought that must come to mind when we ask this question is
this: There can’t be anything deep or theoretical here. The facts are, so
to speak, right in front of our eyes. Our task can only be to remind
ourselves of relevant ways in which we describe these facts in our
language” (Hirsch 2002).

 



According to Hirsch, the dispute between
mereological realists and nihilists (call it
„mereological debate“) is as superficial as the
question concerning the existence of the fist:

The mereological debate is not substantial. It is not
about the feature of the objective world. It is rather
concering the way people prefer to speak. The fact is that
the realists and the nihilists simply speak different
languages and talk past one another without being



For the sake of clarity, let us make a clear
distinction between the following two theses:

a) The mereological debate is not a verbal one. The
conflicting parties, i.e. the mereological realists
and the mereological nihilists, do not talk past
one another.

b) The mereologcal debate is (at least in a certain
sense) about the feature of the objective world. One
of the conflicting parties makes an objevtive
mistake.



Hirsch‘s deflationist position reformulated:

 
1. Hirsch denies a). In his opinion, the mereological debate is
merely a verbal disagreement.
 
2. Ipso facto, Hirsch dienies b) as well. For if there is no
genuine disagreement, there can be no disagreement
concerning the feature of the objective world either.



Our Program:
I am going to argue against Hirsch‘s meta-metaphysical deflationistic view. In other
words, I am going to argue in favour of
 
   a) The mereological debate is not a verbale strike
 
   b) The mereological strike is objective (at least in a certain sense)
 
And then I am going to addresse two additional concerns that could support the
view that the mereological strike is somehow superficial or non-substantial. I will
show that only the second one is resonable:
 
   c) It is too easy for the mereological realists to win the battle.
 



Verbal Strike, why?

Hirsch: The strike between mereological realists and nihilists is
verbal in essence because it is prescripted by our very concept
of „ball“ that there is a ball if sufficiently many elementary
particles are arranged ball-wise. If the nihilists deny that there
is a ball unter this empirical condition and insist intractably in
their claim, a very resonable explaination for their behavior is
that they are using an ununsual concept that differs from our
ordinary concept of „ball“. Given this interpretation of the
strike, realists and nihilists are talking past one another.



Ball and Ball*
Realist:
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which
are arranged ball-wise and there is a ball (a mereological sum of the
particles)“
 
Nihilist:
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which
are arranged ball-wise and there is no ball (no mereological sum of the
particles)“
 
 



Ball and Ball* (different existence conditions)
Realist:
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which
are arranged ball-wise and there is a ballball (a mereologicalmereological  sumsum  of the
particles)“
 
Nihilist:
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which
are arranged ball-wise and there is no ball*ball* (no mereologicalmereological  sumsum* * of
the particles)“
 
 



Response to Hirsch
There is a neutral concept of (physical) object or (physical) thing. This
concept entails no further information except the requirment that
anything that falls unter this concept must be located in the space-time,
three dimensional and well bounded. Realists and Realists and nihilistsnihilists also also
disagree disagree withwith  regardregard  toto  howhow  manymany  objectsobjects  areare in front  in front ofof  themthem
(genuine (genuine strikestrike!)!):
 
      Realist: There are more than one billion objects in front of me (particles + ball).
 
      Nihilist: There are exactly one billion objects in front of me (only particles).
 
 



Two possible objections against our response
Realists: There are more than one billion objects in front of me (particles + ball).
 
Nihiists: There are exactly one billion objects in front of me (only particles).
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Objection 1:
It does not make sense to combine numerical aspects with the neutral
concept of object.
 
Objection 2:
The strike concerning objects is verbal in essence as well.
 
 



 

Objection 1
(meaningless?)



Meaningless?
We have presuppossed that sentences of the form „There are so and so
many objects“ are meaningful. The presupposition is false. „object“ is
not a sortal term (Amie Thomasson) and sentences like
 
   „There are 3 objects“
 
are as meaningless as sentences like
 
   „There are 3 waters“  



Reply to the objection (a few remarks)
 
 
 

a) Whether „object“ is a sortal term depends on our
choice between different criterions for sortal terms
(Strawson (1959), Hirsch (1982), Griffin (1997) etc.)

b) It is perhaps true that, unlike typical sortal terms, the
term „object“ provides a principle for counting objects in
almost no single case. On the contrary, “ball” supplies a
principle for counting apples in every ordinary case.

c) As opposed to “there are three waters”, “There are three
objects” is at least syntactically well formed.

d) Anyway, b) by no means imply that “There are three
objects” is meaningless.



 
How many objects are there?



 
Wall Units

How many furnitures are there?



What speaks positively for the meaningfullness?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A proposal:

Let us consider “There are three objects“ as sharing the same truth condition
with the properly interpreted formal sentence „ꓱxꓱyꓱz(ɿx=y & ɿx=z & ɿy=z)“.
If the formal sentence is meaningful (has a truth condition), then the original
sentence must have the same truth condition and ipso facto be meaningful.
 



What speaks positively for the meaningfullness?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A proposal:

Let us consider “There are three objects“ as sharing the same truth condition
with the properly interpreted formal sentence „ꓱxꓱyꓱz(ɿx=y & ɿx=z & ɿy=z)“.
If the formal sentence is meaningful (has a truth condition), then the original
sentence must have the same truth condition and ipso facto be meaningful.
 

Its challengers (sortalists like P. Geach):

The formal sentence „ꓱxꓱyꓱz(ɿx=y & ɿx=z & ɿy=z)“ has no truth condition
either, because there is simply no absolute concept of identity
 



What speaks positively for the meaningfullness?
 
 
 

1) „There is no object in front of me“ is true if there is an
absolute vacuum in front of me.
 

  

  

  

 It is conceptually coherent to combine numerical aspects
with the neutral concept of object:



What speaks positively for the meaningfullness?
 
 
 

2) The following story is conceptually coherent: Suppose
God has put something into the absolute vaccum in
front of us. Suppose God tells us that these things are
very extraordinary so that we human beings have
almost no conceptual grasp on their nature except the
knowledge that they are in the space-time, three
dimensional and well bounded. I think in this case, it
is totally resonable to say that there are more than one
objectsobjects in the vacuum in front of us.
 
 

 It is conceptually coherent to combine numerical aspects
with the neutral concept of object:



What speaks positively for the meaningfullness?
 
 
 

3) If „There are more than one objects in front of us“ is
meaningfull, then I do not see any reason to doubt the
meaningfulness of „There are 3 objects in front of us“
 

  

  

  

 It is conceptually coherent to combine numerical aspects
with the neutral concept of object:



 

Objection 2
(verbal strike again?)



Verbal strike again?
Realists: There are more than one billion objects in front of me (particles + ball).
 
Nihilists: There are exactly one billion objects in front of me (only particles).
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Verbal strike again? (No)
Realists: There are more than one billion objects in front of me (particles + ball).
 
Nihilists: There are exactly one billion objects in front of me (only particles).
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Reason 1:
Exactly because the concept of object does not determine a certain counting
of objects in our ball-situation, the difference in counting does not force us
to assume that R and N are using different concepts of object.
 
Reason 2:
We can even explain why the nihilists come up with their counting without
assuming that they are using a different concept of object
 



The nihilistic mistake
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which
are arranged ball-wise and there is a ball (a mereological sum)“
 

implies:
 

   There are more than one billion objectsobjects in front of me.
 
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which
are arranged ball-wise and there is no ball* (no mereological sum*)“
 

DOES NOT imply:



Not a verbal strike!

Realists: There are more than one billion objects in front of me (particles + ball).
 
Nihiists: There are exactly one billion objects in front of me (only particles).
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



A revised attack: Verbal Strike because of
quantifier variance (Eli Hirsch)

 
Let us assume that there are exactly one billion elementary particles
which are arranged ball-wise in front of me.
 
But is there also a ballball, a mereological sum of these particles, in front
of me?

Mereological Realism: Yes (Amie Thomasson).
 
Mereological Nihilism: No (Peter van Inwagen)



A revised attack: Verbal Strike because of
quantifier variance (Eli Hirsch)

 
Let us assume that there are exactly one billion elementary particles
which are arranged ball-wise in front of me.
 
But isis  therethere  also a ball, a mereological sum of these particles, in front
of me?

Mereological Realism: Yes (Amie Thomasson).
 
Mereological Nihilism: No (Peter van Inwagen)



Against quantifier variance
1. A quantifer variance between two languages is a profound and

global variance. It is not rational to assume the existence of such a
variance unless there is no other semantic interpretation that can be
used to explain the linguistic bahaviors of the conflicting parties.

 
2. There is no reason why the conflicting parties cannot communicate

with each other about the quantfier variance and then relaunch the
debate on the basis of a uniform meaning of the quantifier.



Is the mereological debate objective?
Yes. Given our ordinary concept of „ball“, there is a ball as long as there are exactly
one billion elementary particles which are arranged ball-wise. This condition is, ex
hypothesis, fullfilled. As a consequence, the sentence
 
„There are exactly one billion elementary particles in front of me which are
arranged ball-wise and there is a ball (a mereological sum of them)“
 
is made true by the objective world. Since this sentence implies „There are more
than one billion objects in front of me“, the second sentence is made true by the
objective world as well. Therefore, mereological nihilists who deny the second
claim are making an objective mistake.  
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Further concerns I: Too easy to win?
Objection:
 
Perhaps the mereological debate is not substantial after all because it is
too easy for the mereological realists to win the debate.  
 
Reply:
 
No it is not. The mereological nihilists could try to prove that the very
concept of „ball“ (or „mereological sum“) is incoherent (in other words,
that „There is a ball in front of me“ is semantically defect). Maybe they
have failed in doing so. But their failure is not trivial.



A few examples for incoherent concepts
• Easy round square =Def. a round square that exists as soon as there are

exactly one billion elementary particles which are arranged ball-wise.
 
• Easy Black Hole =Def. a Black Hole (with all physical characteristics

of a  real Black Hole) that exists as soon as there are exactly one
billion elementary particles which are arranged ball-wise.

 
It is obviously wrong to assume that there are easy round squares or
easy Black Holes everywhere just because the conceptual existential
conditions of these entities are fulfilled.



Further concerns II: Not objective after all?
Let us assume that there are exactly one billion elementary particles
which are arranged ball-wise in front of me. But is there also a ball, a
mereological sum of these particles, in front of me?
 
Mereological Realism: Yes (Amie Thomasson).
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Further concerns II: Not objective after all?
Let us assume that there are exactly one billion elementary particles
which are arranged ball-wise in front of me. But is there also a ball, a
mereological sum of these particles, in front of me?
 
Mereological Realism: Yes (Amie Thomasson).
Mereological Nihilism: No (Peter van Inwagen)
 
Mereological realists win the debate mainly because of our very concept of „ball“
guarantees the existence of a ball unter certain empirical conditions. OurOur conceptual
schema seems to be essential for the result of the debate. This This indicatesindicates a  a certaincertain
subjectivitysubjectivity  involvedinvolved in the  in the debatedebate.  



A few wrong aproaches to spell out the subjectivity:

• Given the empirial condition we have mentioned before (exactly one billion
particles are arranged ball-wise), whether there is a ball depends on our choice of
conceptual schemata (the ordinary concept of ball VS. the extraordinary concept
of ball)

• Given the empirical condition we have mentioned before, even when two persons
disagree with regard to the existence of the ball, none of them exhibits a cognitive
shortcoming.

• Given the empirical condition we have mentioned before, it is not objectively true
that there is a ball because it is not the objective world in virtue of which the ball
exists.

 



A few wrong aproaches to spell out the subjectivity:

• Given the empirial condition we have mentioned before (exactly one billion
particles arranged ball-wise), whether there is a ball depends on our choice of
conceptual schemata (the ordinary concept of ball VS. the extraordinary concept
of ball)

• Given the empirical condition we have mentioned before, even when two persons
disagree with regard to the existence of the ball, none of them exhibits a cognitive
shortcoming.

• Given the empirical condition we have mentioned before, it is not objectively true
that there is a ball because it is not the objective world in virtue of which the ball
exists.

 
All these claims are wrong as long as we are usingusing the concept of ball.



A viable approach
• What we can do is to mentionmention the concept of the ball and to claim that

this concept does not correspond with an objective category that is a
part of the structure of the reality independent of us.

 
• Of course, we still have to argue for the truth of the claim and this is a

huge project I do not want to address in this presentation (Sider 2011,
Fine 2013). However, we have at least a possibility to articulate the
conceptual subjectivity that seems to be involved in the mereological
debate: The concept of ball (or any concept of mereological sums)
does no reflect the objective structure of the reality (they do not „carve
at the joint“). It only reflects the way we human being tend to organize
our world view.



Two points
• The sentence „There is a ball in front of me“ is not about our conceptual system

nor is it about our way of organizing our world view. It is about the ball.
Nevertheless, it „shows“ our subjective (cognitive) structrue

• There is a difference between the following two claims:

1. „There is a ball in front of me“ is made true by the
objective world.

2. The conceptual content of „There is a ball in front of me“
reflects the objective structure of the world.
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Thank You


